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Abstract 
It has been conjectured that the ring of differential operators of the algebraic quotient of a 
connected smooth affine variety under a reductive group action is simple. This is known in the 
case that the group in question is the extension of a finite group with a torus and in the case of 
classical representation of classical groups. In this note we present some tools relevant to this 
conjecture. In particular, we show that it is true for some representations of Slz. 
1. Introduction 
For an affine algebraic variety Z over C, let g(Z) be the ring of differential operators 
on Oz. g(Z) has a natural filtration by order of differential operators. 
Let X be an affine smooth variety over C on which a reductive group G acts. Work 
of Kantor, Levasseur, Musson, Schwarz, Stafford and the author suggests the following 
conjecture: 
Conjecture 1.1. (f) gr 9(X/G) is finitely generated. 
(s) If X is connected then 9(X/G) is a simple ring. 
The simplicity part of this conjecture is important for invariant theory since it implies 
the Hochster-Roberts theorem [25]. 
Conjecture 1 .l is known to be true in the case of tori, in the case of finite groups 
[ 13,17-19,251 and in the case of classical representations of classical groups [14]. 
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In [19] there are powerful results concerning the finite generation part of the con- 
jecture. The basic device is a natural map &3(X)G/(g(X)g)G + 9(X/G) where g = 
Lie(G). The (filtered) surjectivity of this map implies 1.1(f). It turns out that the prop- 
erties of this map are heavily influenced by the properties of the moment map and also 
by the nature of the slice representations of (G,X). 
In this note we introduce a few tools which might be useful to study the simplicity 
part of Conjecture 1.1. In particular, we prove the following results: 
Theorem A. Let X, G be as above and assume that X is connected. Then 9(X/G) is 
simple if for all x E X with closed orbit and with corresponding slice representation 
(H,N) one has that 9(N/H) is simple. 
Since X is smooth, it is well-known that gr 9~ = O(T*X) where T*X is the 
cotangent bundle on X. Since 0~ is G-equivariant, g acts by derivations on Ox and 
hence g c Der(Ux) c O(T*X). Denote by V(g) the common zeroes of g. 
Theorem B. Assume that X is connected and let (T*X)’ be a saturated open subset 
of T*X on which G acts freely. Let I c 9(X)G/(93(X)g)G be a non-zero two-sided 
ideal with inverse image J c 9(X)’ and put K = B(X) J with the inducedjltration. 
Then 
V(grK) n (T*X)’ = 8 
As an application of these results we consider the case G = Slz. For this group 
1.1(f) has been proved by Schwarz [19], so we concentrate on simplicity. We can 
prove the following. 
Theorem C. Assume that G = S12 and W = @=, SdiC2 where all di are odd and 
e 2 2. Then 9( W/G) is simple. 
To prove Theorem C we use Theorems A and B to reduce ourselves to the claim 
that g( W/G) has no finite dimensional representations. 
To prove this we have to study holonomic modules on W whose characteristic variety 
is contained in the unstable part of T* W. There we have the following: 
Theorem D. Let G = Sl;! and W = @y=, Sd1C2 where all di are odd and e 2 2. 
Let &k’ be in (G,~w)-qch such that M is holonomic and Ch(&) c(T* W)“. Then 
&’ ” 3’( W”, W)@r in (G, 9w)-qch. 
For the undefined notations in the statement of Theorem D we refer to Sections 2 
and 6. We will suffice by saying that W” is the set of points of W having zero in 
the closure of their orbit. (T* W>u is defined similarly. _Y( W”, W) is the holonomic 
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module on W whose De Rham complex is the intersection homology complex on W’, 
suitably shifted. 
Now we give an outline of this paper, section by section. In Section 2 we give 
some preliminaries concerning differential operators. In Section 3 we show that sim- 
plicity of differential operators is, to a certain extent, a local property. This section is 
more elaborate than what we need afterwards, since we work in the general setting 
of differential operators on filtered rings. In Section 4 we prove a slightly extended 
version of Theorem A, which applies also to covariants. 
In section 5 we recall some elementary notions from symplectic geometry and we 
introduce the algebraic Marsden-Weinstein reduction. This is used to prove Theorem B. 
The material in this section should really be extended to covariants, but time constraints 
have prevented us from doing so. 
In Section 6 we give some basic facts concerning G-equivariant quasi-coherent 0~ 
and 9x-modules. The difference between quasi-coherent and weakly quasi-coherent 
(G, 9x)-modules is illustrated [4]. All of this is well-known and elementary but it 
seems to be very hard to find references in the literature. This is aggravated by the 
fact that for the sequel we are forced to work with non-affine varieties. In order not 
to make this section explode, we give very few proofs. Detailed proofs will appear in 
~41. 
In Section 7 we prove Theorem D. To do this we make use of the formalism of 
inverse and direct images for @modules. This allows us to use an analogous result 
for the torus case which will be proved in [ 181. 
In Section 8 we characterize the finite-dimensional representations for some rings of 
differential operators for Slz-covariants. Finally, in Section 9 we prove Theorem C. 
2. Preliminaries on differential operators 
Let R be a commutative C-algebra and let M,N be R-modules. Then one defines 
Di(M,N) c Homc(M,N) inductively as follows: Di(M,N) = 0 for n < 0 and 
Di(M,N) = {f E HomR(M,N) 1 Vu E R : [a,f] E Di-‘(M,N)} 
In the sequel, we use some standard simplified notations: 
D;;(M) = D”(M, M), 
Furthermore, we put 
D”(R) = D;(R). (2.1) 
DR(M,N) = UD;W>N) (2.2) 
and for DR(M, N) we use similar conventions as in 2.1. 
Putting F,DR(M) = D;(M) makes DR(M) into a filtered ring. Furthermore, compo- 
sition makes DR(M,N) into a &(N)-&(M)-bimodule. A special property in the case 
M = R is that grD(R) is commutative. 
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Let R” = R @a: R, M” = R @a: M, I = ker(R” -+ R), P;,M = IW/I”+~A~~. 
P!& is an R”-module, but we will consider it as a left R-module via the embedding 
R+R”:rt+r~31. Then [19] 
D;i(M,N) = HomR(R;;,M, N). (2.3) 
Now we introduce a few notions from filtered ring theory. Let A := (FnA)n~s be 
a filtered ring such that grA is commutative. Then grA is equipped with a Poisson 
bracket coming from the commutator on A. We recall the following definition: 
Definition 2.1. Let B be a commutative ring with a Poisson bracket { ,}. Let J c B 
be an ideal. Then 
(1) if {J, J} c J then J is called involutive; 
(2) if {B, J} c J then J is called a Poisson ideal. 
It is easy to see that if Z c A is a two-sided ideal equipped with the induced filtration 
then gr1 is a Poisson ideal in gr A. Furthermore, rad(grZ) is also a Poisson ideal since 
{f, -} is a derivation and therefore is compatible with taking radicals [9, Lemma 
2.201. 
There is a similar result for left modules which is much deeper. Assume that A” = 
@,,&A is noetherian and let M be a finitely generated A-module. Then it is classical 
that M is equipped with a “good” filtration (that is a filtration such that & = @‘,M 
is a finitely generated a-module). 
Then ICh(M) = rad(Ann,A(grM)) is a graded ideal in grA which does not depend 
upon the choice of the good filtration. One has the following 
Theorem 2.2 (Gabber [8]). Let A be as above and assume that A contains Q. Then 
ICh(M) is involutive. 
The notions connected with differential operators sheafify well. Let X/C be a scheme 
of finite type and let %,Y be coherent 0x-modules. Then one defines for an atTine 
open U CX, 
This defines a coherent @x-module g;(%, 9) and we use similar abbreviations an in 
(2.1) and (2.2). We also put 9*(X,%-, 9) = B’$(%, g)(X), . . . 
Assume now that X is smooth. Then gr 9~ = O(T*X) where T*X is the cotangent 
bundle on X. If JH is a coherent Sx-module then Ch(&‘) c T*X is the subvariety 
which is locally defined by ICh(M(U)). Theorem 2.2 now implies that Ch(&) is 
involutive for the canonical symplectic form on T*X (in local coordinates: Cidxi A 
dd/axi). 
Denote by S+x-qch the category of quasi-coherent 9~ modules and by Db(5Sx-qch) 
the associated derived category. We will identify 9x-qch with its essential image in 
Db(&-qch). 
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If 7c : X ---) Y is a map between smooth schemes then there is a formalism of direct 
and inverse images 7~!,7r+,n!,n- between Db(.9x-qch) and Db(Gr-qch) for which we 
refer the reader to [3]. 
Assume now that Y is a closed subset of X, that X is smooth and that X and Y 
are irreducible. An important object is 9’( Y,X) which is the holonomic %x-module 
whose De Rham complex is the intersection homology complex on Y (up to shift) [7]. 
P’(Y,X) is the unique simple quasi-coherent submodule of sF”~~O~‘~(‘*~)(X,C~X) whose
support is Y. 
An alternative way of obtaining U( Y,X) is via the intermediate extension functor [3]. 
Let U CX be open such that Y n U is non-empty and smooth. Let s : U -+ X be the 
inclusion map. Then 
_!?(Y,X)=s!+.JP~rr cdim(Y.X)(I/,(CU) 
= im(~‘(s!~~~~‘r.X’(U,CT~)) + s+X~(~~~~(~‘~)(U, C,))) 
Below we give two simple lemmas which apply to differential operators, and which 
we will need. 
Lemma 2.3. Let A be a Z-graded Q-algebra and let x E A0 be such that [n, -1 is 
multiplication by n on A,,. Then ecery two-sided ideal in A is graded. 
This applies to differential operators in the following way. Let R be a finitely gener- 
ated commutative Q-algebra and let M be a finitely generated graded R-module. Then 
DR(M) is graded. Let n : M + M be the Euler derivation which acts by multiplication 
by n on M,,. Then n satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma and hence every two-sided 
ideal in DR(M) is graded. 
Note the Euler derivation is a canonical object which in particular is compatible with 
graded group actions on (R, M). 
Lemma 2.4 (Borho and Rentschler [S]). Let A be a ring and let S c A be a multi- 
plicatice set such that for all s E S the derication [s, -1 is locally nilpotent. Then S 
is an bre set. Furthermore, if I is a two-sided ideal in A then Is is a two-sided ideul 
in As. 
This lemma allows one to localize two-sided ideals in DR(M) at multiplicative sets 
in R. 
3. Differential operators on filtered rings 
In this section we prove the following results. 
Theorem 3.1. L.et R be u connected finitely generated commutatice C-algebra and 
let M be a finitely generated R-module. For a maximul ideal m c R denote by A the 
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m-adic completion. Then DR(M) is simple if for all maximal ideals m one has that 
D,&?m) is simple. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a finitely generated graded commutative @-algebra of the 
form @ CB RI @ RZ CB . . . and let M be a finitely generated graded R-module. Let * 
denote completion for the R,o-adic$ltration on R. Then DR(M) is simple tf and only 
tf Dk(A.?) is simple. 
Remark 3.3. It seems quite plausible that the converse to Theorem 3.1 is true, but we 
are unable to prove it. 
To prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we will work in slightly greater generality, in the 
hope that the results obtained may be useful elsewhere. For related material from a 
different, but more general, viewpoint, see [26]. 
We need some notions from filtered ring theory [ 11. 
Let R be a ring equipped with an exhaustive ascending filtration (F,,R)+z. The Rees 
ring r? of R is the graded ring E&~F,,R. 
Let X E Ri = FIR c FOR be the element corresponding to 1 E FOR. Then r?jXR = 
grR = @F,,R/F,_,R is the associated graded ring of R. Furthermore, I& = R[X,X-‘1 
and hence we recover R as (Rx)o. 
The completion R is the (filtered) ring l@ R/F,R. One has I? = R where on the right 
one takes graded completion for the (X)-adic topology on 8. 
Similar definitions and properties apply to any filtered R-module M := (F,M),. We 
recall that a filtration on M is said to be good if M is a finitely generated R-module. 
We need the following general results. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that R is a filtered ring with I? noetherian and let M be a 
filtered R-module with a good filtration. Then I? is a jat R-module and A% = k @R M. 
Proof. See, for example, [l]. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that R is a filtered commutative ring with I? noetherian, 
and let M,N be filtered R-modules with a good filtration. Define a jiltration on 
HoW(M,N) by 
Fk Horn&&N) = {f E HomR(M,N) / ‘dl E Z : f (FtM) CFk+[N}. 
Then 
(1) this filtration is exhaustive; 
(2) this filtration is good; 
(3) the canonical map 
HomR(M,N)*A Horn&J?,& 
is a filtered isomorphism. 




= Horn,&, fl). 
The last equality holds because &? is finitely generated and hence Homd(A?,fi) is 
graded. 
The fact that A?, fl are finitely generated and that R is noetherian implies that 
Homk(G,fi) is finitely generated. This proves (2). 
Furthermore, again using that A? is finitely generated, one has 
Horn,&,fl))x,s = HomRrx,x-~l(MIX,X-l],NIX,X-l]), 
= HomR(A4,N). 
This proves (1). 
For (3) we have to show that 
Homa(M, N)^“+ Horn,@, @)” 
is a graded isomorphism. 
On the left-hand side we have 
HomR(M, N)^” = Horn&M, N)* 
= Homd(fi, fi)? 
Furthermore, I?, 8, fi satisfy the same hypotheses as R,M, N and hence 
Homd(Q’, fi)-= Homj(&, 3) 
= Hom,,$fi,k). 
The result now follows by replacing A? with a finite free graded resolution of length 2, 
and using the fact that (graded) X-adic completion is exact on finitely generated 
(graded) modules since k is noetherian. 0 
From now on we assume that R is a commutative filtered C-algebra and that M, N 
are filtered R-modules. We always assume that Dg(M, N) is equipped with the following 
standard filtration 
FkD;(M,N) = {f E D;(M,N) 1 b’l E 22 : f(FkM) CFk+&}. (3.1) 
There is a corresponding filtration on DR(M,N). 
If the filtration on N is separating then this is also the case for the filtration on 
P,(M, N). Note however that in general there is no reason for the filtration on Di(M, N) 
to be exhaustive. 
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By Dyt(M,N) we denote the differential operators of order < n that are continuous 
with respect to the topologies defined by the filtrations. That is, 
Dyt(M,N) = {f E D;;(M,N) 1 VZ E Z, 3k E Z : f(F,&f) cF/N}. 
We use the standard abbreviations Dyt(M, N) = U, Dyt(M, N), . . . 
Note in particular that 
U&o;;(M,N) cDT’(M,N). 
k 
Recall that by 2.3, Di(M,N) = Horn&$&, N) Now P;,M, being a quotient of R&M, 
is equipped with a canonical induced filtration. Imitating [19] we obtain 
Dyt(M, N) = Hompt(Pi,M, N), (3.2) 
FkDi(M, N) = Fk HomR(P;I,M, N). (3.3) 
Proposition 3.6. Assume that r? is finitely generated and that the filtration on M is 
good. Then the canonical filtration on P;I,M is good. 
Proof. Clearly, P;1- ti is finitely generated and one verifies that the surjective mp I? @c 
A4 -+ (R @C M)* factors through a surjective map Pi ti + Pi,M. Therefore, pi,M if 
finitely generated. q 
Corollary 3.7. Assume that R is finitely generated and that the jiltrations on M and 
N are good. Then the standard$ltration 3.1 on Di(M,N) is exhaustive and good In 
particular, D;1’co”” (M,N) = D;(M, N). 
Proof. By 3.3 and by Proposition 3.6 this reduces to Proposition 3.5(l) and (2). 0 
For the I-adic filtration for an ideal I c R one has a similar result. 
Proposition 3.8. Assume that the filtration on R is the I-adic filtration for an ideal 
I c R. That is, 
FkR = 
( 
Iwk if k < 0, 
R if k 2 0. 
Assume furthermore that the filtrations on M and N are cofinal for the induced I-adic 
jiltration. Then the standard filtration 3.1 on Di(M, N) is exhaustive. 
Proof. We may as well assume that the filtration on M,N is the induced I-adic fil- 
tration. Let D E Di(M, N). Then one proves by induction on k,n that D(IkM) c 
Zk-“N. 0 
Remark 3.9. If the filtration is not the I-adic filtration and if I? is not finitely generated, 
then in general D*“O”t (A4,N) # D”(M, N). This occurs even when I? is noetherian. For 
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example, take R = M = N, R = C((X)) and let R be filtered by FkR = X-kC[[X]]. 
Then Derrt(R) = RajaX but Derc(R) is of infinite rank over R since R is a field of 
infinite trancedence degree. 
Lemma 3.10. The canonical map Pi,M --+ Pi ti becomes a filtered isomorphism after 
completing. 
proof. Let I’ = ker(k @c fi + fi). We look at the following diagram: 
O-I ln+‘$jO - &g)& ----_) PfiQ - 0 
T T T (3.4) 
0 ---+ I”+‘M” -+R@cM-PR,M-0 
If we give R 8~ M and R @c I@ the canonical filtrations and I”+‘M’, Ifn+‘Go the 
induced filtrations, then the exact sequences in 3.4 are strict exact and hence they 
remain exact after completing. 
Since (R 8~ MT+ (Z? & &)* is a filtered isomorphism, it suffices to show that the 
image of I”+‘M” is dense in I”‘+‘&?‘. 
We first show that the image of I is dense in I’. Hence, we look at 
o-I’-~~~,--_,-o 
T T T 
where we give I, I’ the induced filtrations. Completing the two rows in this diagram 
yields an isomorphism i = i’ and hence I is dense in I’. 
A simple verification shows that for the above filtrations on I”+‘M” and I”‘+‘&?’ 
one has 
(Fi,Z). . . (Fi,,+,I)FiQ” C Fi,+...+~,,+,+j(In”~o). 
A standard continuity argument now implies that the image of Z”+‘M” is dense in 
p+1# 
Corollary 3.11. Assume that r? is fmitely generated and that the filtrations on M 
and N are good. Let D;(M,N) and Dyt (M, N) be equipped with the standard jil- 
tration 3.1. Then there is a filtered isomorphism between D:(M,Nr and Dy'(&?, fi). 
In particular, the standard jiltration on Dy’(M, N)^ is exhaustive. 
Proof. We have 
D”‘co”t(M, N) = HomTt(Pi,ti,Z?) by 3.2 
= HomTt(Pi,,,fl) because Z? is complete 
= Homyt(Pi,M,Z?) by Lemma 3.10. 
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Now by Proposition 3.6, PR,M carries a good filtration, and hence the same is true for 
its completion fR,M. Therefore, 
HomTt(@i,M,fi) = Homj(fi,M,fi) by Prop. 3.5(l) 
= HomR(P~~,N)^ by Prop. 3.5(3) 
= D;;(A4, N).^ 0 
Assume now that R is finitely generated and that A4,N have good filtrations. Then 
Corollary 3.11 together with Proposition 3.4 gives us an isomorphism between 
DTt(i@,&) and R 6% Dz(M,N). Taking direct limits this extends to an isomorphism 
between Drt(&,fi) and R @R DR(M, N). 
This leads us to the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.12. Assume that 2 is finitely generated and that the Jiltration on M is 
good If I is a two-sided ideal in DR(M), then under the above isomorphism, k @R I
defines a two-sided ideal in Do’. 
Proof. Let I,, = ZflD;;(M). Then by the fact that I? is noetherian and by Corollary 3.7, 
the induced filtration on I,, is good. Hence, we have by Proposition 3.4 
1 A n 
R~9~I=l&R@RI,,=lim1, (3.5) 
and it is easily seen that the right-hand side of 3.5 is a two-sided ideal in l&D”,(M)^= 
DTt(k). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Clearly, if m c R is a maximal ideal then for the m-adic filtra- 
tion one has that I? is finitely generated and that the induced filtration on M is good. 
So the above theory applies. 
Let I c DR(M) be a non-trivial two-sided ideal. Then there exists some n such that 
I,, = I f? D$$f) is neither zero, nor equal to D:(M). 
D;(M) contains R and hence we have 
0 = AMR D;f(M) > AIIQ In . Ann~(Dg(A4)/1~). 
By hypotheses R is connected. This implies that 
hnR In i- ~R(Dwf)/h) # R. 
Hence, choose a maximal ideal m > AIUQ I,, + AIUQ(D~(M)/I,). Then for this m one 
has R, @R I # 0 and I?, @R (DR(M)/I) # 0. This yields a contradiction with Lemma 
3.12 which asserts that I?,,, @RI defines a two-sided ideal in Dzt(&,) = DJ,(~,) 
(by Proposition 3.8). 
Now we discuss the following situation. Assume that R is a graded ring, finitely 
generated over C and let M,N be finitely generated R-modules. We consider R as a 
filtered ring via 
FkR = @RI. (3.6) 
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M, N are considered as filtered R-modules in a similar way. Note that I? = R[X], . . . , 
In particular, R is finitely generated and the filtrations on fi and Z? are good, so the 
above theory applies. 
It follows easily from the hypotheses that o”(M,N) is graded and hence 
gr D;F(M, N) = D;;(M, N). 0 
From this one deduces the following: 
(3.7) 
Proposition 3.13. Let R,M,N be as above. Then 
gr DTt (A& 8) = D;(M, N). 
Proof. We have 
grDk n,cont(&?,Z?) = grDi(M,N)^ by Corollary 3.11 
= grD;;(MN) 
= D;;(M,N)by 3.7. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The R ,a-adic filtration is cofinal with the filtration intro- 
duced by 3.6, hence we may use the latter. In particular, by Proposition 3.8 one has 
DT’(A?) = ok(k). 
By Proposition 3.13 we have that grDk(A?) = DR(M) and hence if D&&f) is simple 
then Di(&?) is .simple. Note that this conclusion uses the fact that the filtration 3.1 on 
Di(fi) is separating, which follows easily from the definition. 
Conversely, assume that D,(A) is simple and let Z be a two-sided ideal in D,&V). 
By Lemma 2.3 one knows that Z is graded. 
Furthermore, R @R Z defines a two-sided ideal in R @.R D&4) = D,~(iik) and hence, 
since Dk(A?) is simple by hypothesis one either has R @R Z = 0 or R @.R Z = D,+(A%) = 
I? @RDR(M). 
Now R is faithfully flat for graded modules and hence Z = 0 or Z = D&M). 0 
4. Simplicity of rings of differential operators and slice representations 
In this section we follow some of the conventions and notations of [ 19, Sections 
1,2,4]. In particular, X will be a smooth connected affine variety over C and G will be 
a reductive group acting on X. d will be a G-vector bundle on X (the naive definition 
of this notion suffices, for a more complete discussion see Section 6). 
Let x E X be such that Gx is closed. Let H be the stabilizer of x. Then the tangent 
space T,(Gx) is isomorphic to g/h where g, lj are the 1,ie algebras of G, H. Since H 
is reductive there is a H-decomposition T,(X) = N @ g/b. The representation (H,N) 
is called the slice representation at x. 
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Of course, H also acts on the fiber gX,, which gives another H-representation asso- 
ciated with the point x. We denote by &?I,~ the corresponding trivial H-vectorbundle 
on N. 
Let bG be the coherent sheaf on OX/G with global sections H”(X,6)G. 
Theorem A’. Let X, G, & be as above. Then 9(X,/G, gG) is simple if and only if for 
all x E X with closed orbit and with corresponding slice representation (H,N), one 
has that 9(N/H,&FN) is simple. 
Proof. Let x E X be such that Gx is closed. By the Luna slice theorem [ 151 there 
exists a H-invariant “slice” S to GX containing x such that there are etale maps 
where u is induced from the inclusion S -+ X and /I sends X to 6. 
Furthermore, by [19, Lemma 2.31 we may shrink S in such a way that GI*&‘~ = 
P*g:‘V. 
Hence, &x/o,* = &N/H,0 and likewise (,?)f = (&Tfl)o. 
Therefore Theorem 3.1 implies that 9(X/G,&“) is simple if all Db,V,,,((&?N)a) are 
simple. 
Now O(N/H) = O(N)H and 6’fN(NIH) = (gx @c O(N))H are graded and therefore 
we may invoke Theorem 3.2 to deduce that DE,., ((8TN)h) is simple if and only if 
%v/H)(~$,WIW = %vd~$d is simple. 0’ 
Theorem A’ allows one to give a seemingly weaker version of Conjecture 1.1(s). 
Conjecture 4.2. Let G be a reductive group and let W be a finite-dimensional G- 
representation. Let J c C[ W/G] be a graded ideal of finite codimension. Then 
9( W/G) J9( W/G) = S( W/G). 
Proposition 4.3. Conjectures 1.1(s) and 4.2 are equivalent. 
Proof. It is clear that Conjecture 1.1(s) implies Conjecture 4.2. So assume that Con- 
jecture 1.1(s) is false. Then by Theorem A’ there exists a counterexample of the 
form (G, W) with W a representation. Choose this counterexample in such a way that 
(dim G, dim W) is minimal in the lexicographic ordering. 
If W = W’ @F where F is a trivial representation then g( W/G) is a Weyl algebra 
over Q( W//G) and it is easily seen that this implies that g( W’IG) is also a coun- 
terexample. Hence, W G = 0 or equivalently every point in W has a stabilizer strictly 
smaller than G. Theorem 3.1 and the minimality of (G, W) imply that if f E C[W/G] 
such that f(6) = 0, then _Q(( WIG)/) is simple. 
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Let I c g( W/G) be a non-trivial two-sided ideal. By Lemma 2.3 we know that I 
is graded. Put J = C[ W/G] n I. If J is not of finite codimension then there exist 
f E C[ W/G] \ rad J such that f(6) = 0. 
By Lemma 2.4, Zf is then a non-trivial two-sided ideal in 9(( W/G)f) but it has 
been shown above that this is impossible. Hence, J is of finite codimension. 
Now suppose that Conjecture 4.2 is true. Then Z > g(W/G)JQ(W/G) = 9( W/G) 
contradicting the choice of I. 
5. The Marsden-Weinstein reduction 
In this section we recall some elementary notions from symplectic geometry. We 
assume that Z is a smooth connected affine variety over @ with a symplectic form 
o E H”(Z, 0&) and with corresponding Poisson bracket { , }. 
We assume that G is a reductive group acting symplectically on Z (that is cc) is 
G-invariant) with Lie algebra g and with moment map ,U : Z + g*. That is, p is a 
G-equivariant map of affine varieties over C such that for all x E Z, [ E T,X and 
v E g one has 
Here x H v, denotes the vector field obtained from the left action of G on Z and we 
have identified T,(,.g* with g*. For f E O(Z) we let Hf stand for the corresponding 
Hamiltonian vector field on Z. That is, if g E Lo(Z) then Hf(g) = {f, g}. The relation 
between o and { , } is given by w(Hf,H,) = {f,g}. 
If v E g then we define fv as the function x H p(x) . v. One has the following 
relation: 
Lemma 5.1. Let v E g; then for x E Z : (HL,)x = v,. 
Proof. We have to show for g E 0(Z): {f”, g}(x) = Qg). 
Let [ E T,Z. Then by the definition of fv and the moment map i(fu) = dpX([). v = 
Mi,o,). Hence, {f”,g}(x) = -(H,Mf”) = o~(v~,(H,)~). 
On the other hand, for h E 0(Z) one has Hh(g) = {h,g} = w(Hh,H,) and since the 
Hh span TZ we obtain w,(v,,(H~)~) = vX(g). 
Lemma 5.2. Let v E g and g E O(Z)G. Then 
(1) {f”?9) = 0 
(2) The dejining ideal of the (scheme theoretic) jiber p-‘(O) is closed under { -, g}, 
Proof. (1) One has {f ,,g}(x) = vX(g) = 0 since g is G-invariant. 
(2) The defining ideal of ~~‘(0) is spanned by (fv)vEg so (2) follows from 
(1). 0 
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The Marsden-Weinstein reduction Y of Z is defined as 
Y = &0)/G 
by analogy with the corresponding C”O -notion [16,20]. Perhaps one should call this 
the scheme-theoretic Marsden-Weinstein reduction, and the set theoretic version would 
then be given by Y&. However, we have no use for this concept. 
On Y there is a natural Poisson bracket defined as follows. Let f, g E O(Y). Then we 
may choose f ', g' E Co(Z)G such that f' 1 Y = f, g’ 1 Y = g. We put {f, g}y = {f ‘, g’}. 
It follows from Lemma 5.2 that this is well defined. 0 
Proposition 5.3. Assume that G acts freely on Z. Then Y is a smooth symplectic 
variety. 
Proof. First note that now 5.1 implies that dpx is smjective and hence CL is smooth. 
This implies that ,K’(O) is also smooth. By hypothesis, G acts freely on p-l(O) which 
implies that Y is smooth. 
Let 4 : Z + Z/G be the quotient map. We define a 2-form on Y by the following 
device. Let i,r E T,-‘(O). Then 
It follows easily from 5.1 that this is well defined, and defines a symplectic form on 
Y. Furthermore, the associated Poisson bracket is the one we have defined earlier. 0 
We recall the following result: 
Proposition 5.4. Assume that Y is an a$ine connected smooth symplectic variety over 
C. Then there are no non-trivial Poisson ideals in O(Y). 
Proof. This is well-known. We give a sketch of a proof. Let I c 0(Y) be a non-trivial 
Poisson ideal. Since Y is connected, there exists y E Y such that 1, # 0, Zy # O(Y),. 
Now completing defines a non-trivial Poisson ideal 1, in 6~~. However as a Poisson 
ring, &‘Y,~ is isomorphic to 
n 
or,, = @[[Xl, . . . ,&, Yl,. . ., Ynll, 
with Poisson bracket {xi,xj} = 0, {yi, yj} = 0 for all i,j and 
Hence {xi, -} = a/ayi, {yi, -} = -a/axi. So a Poisson ideal in 8’~~ must be stable 
under a/&, d/ayi which implies that ir,, = 0 or jr,, = bray. This yields a contradiction. 
0 
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Proof of Theorem B. A moment map for the action of G on T*X is given by ,LJ : 
T*X+g* : (x, CO,) H (v H (v,, wx)). 
There is a surjective map 0(~-‘(0)/G) -+ gr(9(X)‘/(S(X)g)’ compatible with 
Poisson brackets. Then Theorem B follows easily from Propositions 5.3 and 5.4. Cl 
6. Preliminaries on G-equivariant quasi-coherent 0~ and 9x-modules 
In this section we state, without proofs, some properties of G-equivariant sheaves. 
Detailed proofs occur in [24]. Including them here would blow up this section out 
of proportion. Furthermore, much of what we say is clear if the underlying scheme 
is affine. However, for use in the sequel, we are forced to adopt a more general 
framework. 
6.1. G-equivariant quasi-coherent Lox-modules 
Below, X will be an arbitrary scheme over C and G will be a linear algebraic 
group over C, acting on X. e & G will be the unit element and m, c Co(G) will be 
the corresponding maximal ideal. The category of quasi-coherent 0x-modules will be 
denoted by 0x-qch. 
We start with the following diagram of objects and maps: 
do do 
GxGxXd“GxXzX (6.1) 
do&,x) = cc+, do(g1, g2,x) = (a, s;‘x>, 
dl(a,x) =x, dlhg2,X) = (ag2,x), 
SO(X) = (e,x), ddgl,g2,X) = (gl,x). 
Definition 6.1.1 (Bernstein and Lunts [2]). A G-equivariant quasi-coherent Lox-module 
is a pair (9,t?) where B E Co,-qch and 8 is an isomorphism dr.9 + d,*F in 
Looxx-qch such that 
d;b’o d;e = d;O, 
s,+b’ = idy. 
The corresponding category is denoted by (G, Co,)-qch. 
(6.2) 
If there is no possibility for confusion we will simply write 9 for (Y,e). 
Example 6.1.2. If F = 0~ then we may take 8 = id. Then 6.2 is obviously satisfied. 
Let g E G and let i, : X + G x X : x I+ (g,x) be the corresponding inclusion. 
Then i,‘(e) defines for all open U cX a map 9(U) --) F(g-‘U). We denote by 
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g : F(U) -+ F(gU) the inverse of this map. This defines an action on % of the 
discrete group Gdis associated with G (see [ll]). So, with obvious notations, one has 
a functor (G, Ox)-qch + (G dis Ox)-qch which is fully faithful, but not an equivalence ,
(see below for the affine case). 
Functors compatible with (flat or smooth) base-change preserve G-equivariance, since 
they preserve (6.2). 
For example, if rt : Y --) X is G-equivariant and satisfies some benign conditions (see 
[12]) then rc,(%,O) = (rc*%,O’) where 0’ makes the following diagram commutative: 
(id x ?r),df% 
(idxn).(O) 





Here the vertical maps are the canonical identifications given by base-change. In the 
sequel, we will use such “G-equivariant functors” implicitly. 
Now let (%, 0) be in (G, 0,~) and let U C X be an affine open. Take f E %(U) and 
put Z(f) = p*(O(drf)) where p(g,x) = (g,gx). Z(f) is a section of (d;%)(p-‘(G x 
U)). Now p-‘(G x U) is a neighborhood of e x U and hence we may consider Z(f) 
as a section of (s;‘%)(U). Hence, we have defined a map of sheaves on X 
l:%+ss . -19 
Let O(G) = l@ O(G)/$ be the formal group associated with G. Then s,‘% is em- 
bedded in O(G) & % (6 = completed tensor product) and hence we may view I as a 
“coaction” 
Denote by ( , ) the canonical pairing between 8(G) and Co(G)* kf lin~(O(G)/m~)* and 
let g ~(m,/m~)* = O(G)* be the Lie algebra associated with G. Then we may define 
a left action 1 : g @ F -+ F by the composition 
gC3%+ “8’ g ,A& O(G)&% -( ’ )@‘,$F. 
If u E g, f E %(U) then, if no confusion is possible, we write vf for Z(u 8 f). 
The g-action on % is compatible with the g-action on 0~ (0~ is in (G, Ox)-qch 
by Example 6.1.2) in the following sense: if a E Ox(U), f E %(U), v E g then 
Naf)= (va)f+a(uf). 
If we denote by (g, Ox)-qch the category of quasi-coherent Ox-modules, equipped 
with a compatible g-action then we have defined a functor (G, O)-qch -+ (g, Ox)-qch. 
This fimctor has some good properties [24]. In particular, we mention the fact that it 
is fully faithful if G is connected. 
If X happens to be afline then things are easier. In that case O(X) is a rational 
G-representation via g(f) = f o g-l. Furthermore, the coaction I defined above is in 
this case obtained from a coaction of O(G) on %(X) and hence %(X) also becomes 
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a rational G-representation. If we denote by (G, Lo(X))-mod the category of O(X)- 
module equipped with a rational G-action, compatible with the G-action Co(X), then 
9 H Y(X) defines an equivalence between (G,Co,)-qch and (G,@(X))-mod. The 
induced g-action on S(X) is now obtained by differentiating the G-action. This makes 
sense since 9(X) is rational (= locally finite). 
6.2. G-equivariant dlflerential operators 
Our conventions are as before but now we assume that X is of finite type over @. 
5,9 will be coherent G-equivariant 0x-modules. Then 9x(9,59) is also G-equivariant 
in a canonical way. It is clear how to define the action of the discrete group Gdis 
associated with G. Let g E G and let D E ~Yx(F,~)(U). Then we put 
g(D)=goDog-’ (6.3) 
which defines an element of 9~(9,%)(gU). 
It is slightly less obvious why 9x(9,9) is in (G, 0x)-qch. In fact, this depends 
on X being of finite type. One possibility is to introduce relative differential operators 
9~/~(9:, 9) where X is a scheme over some base-scheme S. Under our hypotheses, 
such relative differential operators are compatible with flat base-change. 
Example 6.2.1. Let T be a one-dimensional torus and let X be an infinite-dimensional 
rational T-representation with an infinite number of different weights. Then 9(X) con- 
tains Der(0x) which is an infinite product of copies of @. It is easy to see that the 
induced torus action on Der(ox) is not rational. 
By the discussion in Section 6.1 there is an induced g-action on 9x(9-, $9). One 
may show [24] that this g-action is as follows. Let U C X be an open affine, D E 
9x(9-, S)(U) = G&(F( U), 9( U)), f E F(U), v E g. Then 
(vD) * (f) = v(D * f) - D * (vf). (h-4) 
Here * denotes the action of a differential operator. For v E g denote by D, E 9(X, 9”) 
the element which corresponds to the action of v on 9. Then 6.4 may be written as 
v(D) = [Dv,D]. Note that in the affine case this follows easily by differentiating 6.3. 
We denote the category of G-equivariant quasi-coherent-ox modules A, equipped 
with a G-equivariant 9x(F)-action 
by (G, 9x(9))-wqch. Object in (G, 9x(9))-wqch are called “weakly G-equivariant 
quasi-coherent 9x(F)-modules”. 
A G-equivariant quasi-coherent 9x(Y) module is an object .,zY of (G, 9x(Y))-wqch 
for which the action of all v E g (obtained from the fact that JV is in particular in 
(G, 0x)-qch) coincides with the action of D, (obtained from that fact that J$? is in 
gx(8)-qch). The corresponding category is denoted by (G, 9x(9))-qch. 
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The following example illustrates the difference between (G, 9x(F))-wqch and 
(G, 9x(F))-qch. 
Example 6.2.2. Assume that X is a point. Then (G, Bx)-wqch is the category of 
rational G-representations, whereas (G, 9x)-qch is the category of C vectorspaces, 
with trivial G-action. 
There is a functor 
from gX(F)-qch to 9*(Y)-qch extending to a functor from (G,LSx(F_))-wqch to 
(G,9x(9))-wqch. Using 6.4 one may show: 
Lemma 6.2.3. The above functor sends (G, Sx(R))-qch to (G, 9x(B))-qch 
The following result will be extremely useful for us [23,24]: 
Theorem 6.2.4. Assume that G is connected. Then the forgetful finctor (G, 9x(9)) 
-qch + 9x(y)-qch is fully faithful. Furthermore if J%’ E (G,LSx(P))-qch and 
JV’” c JZ? in 9x(F)-wqch then N E (G, 9x(9))-qch. 
We now look at the case where X is smooth and 9 = 0~. Then it is well-known [4] 
(see also [24]) that there is the following alternative description of (G,~x)-qch. A G- 
equivariant quasi-coherent 9x-module can be represented by a pair (F,(3) where F 
is in 9x-qch and 6’ : dT.9 -+ d,*P is in 9oxx-qch such that 6.1 holds. Note that this 
makes sense since both d?F and d,*fl are in goxx-qch [3]. 
In a similar way as in Section 6.1 this implies that objects in (G, 9x)-qch are 
compatible with standard functors, since these commute with smooth base-change. We 
think in particular of H’lt+, H’n! for a G-equivariant map rc and Xi,(X, -) for a G- 
equivariant closed subset Y of X. It also follows from the description in Section 2 that 
_CZ( Y,X) is in (G, $9x)-qch. 
Theorem 6.2.4 and the discussion thereafter dispenses us to a certain extent of having 
to work with G-equivariant derived categories [2] (if G is connected). 
That is, instead of directly computing in (G,~x)-qch we work in 9x-qch (or in 
Db(9x-qch)) and in the end we know that we obtain G-equivariant sheaves, having a 
unique G-structure. 
We need the following generalization of a well-known result on quasi-coherent 
sheaves. 
Assume that H c G acts on a smooth scheme Y/C and assume that X = G xH Y = 
G x Y/H exists. Let [e] stand for the class of H in G/H. Then 
Lemma 6.2.5. A ++ .A%‘,,] induces an equivalence between (G,~x)-qch and (H,53~) 
-qch. 
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The inverse to A H A’[,1 will be denoted by *. 
Now we let X be again as in the beginning of Section 6.2, but, for simplicity, we 
assume in addition that X is affine and that G is reductive. X/G is the usual algebraic 
quotient and 4 : X + X/G is the quotient map. If 9 E (G, 0x)-qch then we denote 
by 9’ the sheaf in OXio-qCh whose global sections are F(X)G. 
We look at the following objects: 
which is in Oxlo-qch and 
which is in 0x-qch. Note that we have identified g with its image in 9x(P). 
Lemma 6.2.6. (1) 9~(,9)~ and g commute inside 9x(F). 
(2) 9x(F)G/(9x(F)g)G is a sheaf of rings on X/G. 
(3) 9x(S)/9x(Y)g is a 9x(F) - ~-l(~~(~)G/(~~(g)g)G)-bimoduZe. 
(4) There is a functor 9x(F)G/(Bx(F)g)G-qch + (G,g,y(F))-qch given by 
with quasi-inverse 
( )G : (G, &,(9))-qch + &(s)G/(9x(P)g)G-qch : A ++ dZG. 
(5) Taking G-invariants defines a homomorphism of sheaves of rings 9~ 
(F)G/(%(y)g)G + %,G(F’). 
Proof. (1) If D is an invariant differential operator, then g(D) = D for all g E G. 
Differentiating yields that v(D) = 0 for all v E g. Now we have seen above that 
v(D) = [D,,D] and hence D and D, commute. 
Steps (2),(3),(4) follow from (1). For (5) we use that if f E F(X)G then gf = 0 
which follows from differentiating the G-action. 0 
Remark 6.2.7. Sometimes 9x(F)G/(LB,r(.9)g)G is a more interesting object than 
9,&y’). For example, if X = C’ and G = C*, acting diagonally on X then X/G 
is a point and hence ~,Y/G is trivial, whereas 3$/(9xg)G corresponds to the global 
differential operators on P’- ‘. 
7. Unstable bolonomic modules for Slz 
Below we will assume G = Slz(@) and W = @y=, I@) is a G-representation with 
~(9 = S4@2. 
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Let T* W be the cotangent bundle of W and p : T* W ---f W the natural projection 
map. G acts on T* W by g(x, 0,) = (gx, (g-‘),*o,) and p is obviously G-equivariant. 
We denote by WU the unstable part of W. That is, 
W”={xE WlOEGx}; 
(T* W)” is defined similarly. 
In this section we aim to prove Theorem D by reduction to the torus case where we 
have the following [ 181: 
Theorem 7.1. Assume that T is a torus and W a jinite-dimensional T-representation 
which is unstable (that is 0 is in the closure of every orbit). Let JZ E (T,~w)-qch 
be coherent as Bw-module. Then 4 = UF in (T,~w)-qch, for some r E N. 
We will prove Theorem D at the end of this section. First we need to introduce 
some more notations. 
Let T = ( T, p ), B = ( ;, :) c S*(C) be resp. a maximal torus and a Bore1 subgroup. 
Let 1 : z H diag(z,z-‘) be a one-parameter subgroup of T. Put 
Wn={xE wpp(t)P=0}. 
It follows from the Hilbert-Mumford criterion that WU = GWl. 
WA is B-stable, and hence there is a canonical quotient map G xB WA -+ GWJ~ which 
is birational, and which is a bijection outside (0). 
There is a similar description for (T* W)“. If we identify T’ W with W @ W* then 
(T* W)” = G( WA ~3 (W*)i) and G xB (WA @ (W*)n) -+ G( WA CD (W*)i) is a bijection 
outside (0,O). From this one deduces the following lemma: 
Lemma 7.2. Let x E WA \ (0). Then the set-theoretic jiber p-‘(x) II (T* W)” of x is 
equal to (W*),. 
Let X(T) be the character group of T. We identify X(T) = Z where 1 corresponds 
to (i Z!l ) H z. Then WA is a linear subspace of W whose T-weights are all > 0. Let 
WI c W be spanned by all weight-vectors of weight > 2. 
We choose a basis H, E, F for g = Lie(G) such that [H, E] = 2E, [H, F] = -2F and 
[E, F] = H. Differentiation the G-action yields a g-action on W. 
Each Wci) has a basis wt’, . . . , I+:.’ such that the action of g on WC’) is given by 
H$) = (di - 2j)wl”, 
Ew!‘) = jw!” 
J 1’ 
F$ = (di - j)w;?&. 
(7.1) 
There are corresponding decompositions 
WA = 4 w,(i), wt = &l w,(i), 
i=l i=l 
where W:” (W,@‘) is spanned by those w/(” such that di - 2j > O(2). 
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For x E W and v E g we denote by v, the tangent vector v of G transported to x 
through the action of G on W. To be more precise, let y be a curve on G with tangent 
vector v at e. Then v, = d,(t)x/dtl,=,. 
If we identify TX W with W then the pairing gx W -+ W : (v,x) H v, is precisely the 
action of g on W obtained by differentiating the action of G on W. 
Lemma 7.3. The map 71 : G xB WI. -+ GWn c W is a closed immersion precisely on 
G xB (WI, - W,). 
Proof. Let x E WI. We have to determine when 
T(e,x)(G xB WA) -(dn)r T,(W) 
is an injection. That is, when does the image of (d7c)x has dimension 1 + dim W, ? 
The quotient map $ : G x Wi + G xB WI, is smooth and hence 
T,G x r,Wi, = T(,,,(G x WA) (2 T(,,,(G xB WI) 
is surjective. 
Let 8 = rr o \I/ be the composed map given by G x WA -+ W : (g,x) H gx. Then we 
have to find out when the image of 
TeG X TxW, r,W 
has the right dimension. 
(do), is given by (v, i) H v, + i. If we identify TX WA = WA, TX W = W then using 
the explicit description of the g-action on W given by 7.1, one sees that 
dimim(dQ < dimWl,+l u F,E WA w XE WI. 0 
Corollary 7.4. GWn - GW, is smooth. 
If S c W is locally closed and smooth then T,*(W) will be the conormal bundle of S 
in W. We will need the following result. 
Lemma 7.5. Assume that all di are odd and e 2 2. Let S 5 W” be G-stable, locally 
closed and smooth. Then T,* W c(T* W) 
Proof. The proof parallels the proof of Lemma 7.3. 
The result is clear if S = (0) so, by shrinking S if necessary, we may assume 0 9 S. 
Furthermore, without loss of generality, we may assume that S is irreducible. 
Put K = S n WA. Then GK = S n GW)L = S. Furthermore, K is B-stable and hence 
there is a projective projection map 
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which is an isomolphism since it is bijection and S is smooth. In particular, one deduces 
that K is smooth. 
For our aim it is sufficient to show that there exist x E K such that 
(T,Ww)x Q(W*)n 
(see Lemma 7.2). 
(7.2) 
To compute (T’ W), we use the standard exact sequence 
0 + (T’ W), --f T; W -+ T,*S -+ 0. 
By what we have said above, 
(7.3) 
is an isomorphism. 
Furthermore, the quotient map 
$:GxK+GxBK 
is smooth and hence the corresponding 
k! : T&x,@ xBK) ---) T;,,,,(G x K) = T,*G x T;K 
is injective. Therefore, 7.3 becomes an exact sequence 
0 + (T; W), + T; W s= T,*G x T;K. 
Heree=~o$isthemapGxK--tW:(g,t)t-+gt. 
0; is the dual of 
(de), : T,G X T,K -+ T,W : (v,[) t-+ v, + [. 
If we identify T,(W) with W* then 
(W*)i, = {f E WV” I f(Wd = 01, 
(T; W), = {f E W” 1 f 0 (do), = 0). 
Hence, 7.2 is equivalent to im(d0), 2 WA. 
Obviously, dim im(dQ 5 dim K + 1. Hence, if dim WA - dim K 2 2 then we are 
done. So we assume dim W:, - dim K = 1. In this case we need a slightly more refined 
analysis. 
If we would have im(de), 1 WA then by comparing dimensions im(d8), = WA. 
Hence, to contradict this it is sufficient to find x E K, v E g such that v, 6 WA. 
Therefore, we assume that such a pair (x, u) does not exist. That is, for all x E K and 
for all u E g one has V, E WA. 
Now by the description of the g-action on W (7.1) we know that F, E WA u 
x E WI ; hence, K c WI. However, our hypotheses imply that codim( WI, W) 2 2 which 
yields a contradiction. 
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If S c W is a closed subset then we denote by TJ W the closure in T” W of the 
cotangent bundle of the smooth part of S. 
Lemma 7.6. (1) The cutegory of holonomic SW-modules .M such thut Ch(.M) c 
(T' W)" is closed under subquotients and extensions. 
(2) Assume that W and ./I are as in Theorem D. Then 
Ch(.A) = T,&(W). 
(3) Let W and .M be as in Theorem D and let s : W - GWI --t W be the inclusion 
map. Then s!+(J;N 1 W - GW,) = A’. 
Proof. (1) Clear. 
(2) Let Ui A; = Ch(A’) be the decomposition in irreducible components of Ch(A). 
Since Ch(A) is conical and Lagrangian, one has 
Ch(.M) = u T;,,, W. 
By Lemma 7.5, we necessarily have p(Ai) = W”. 
(3) Let X = ker(X’(s!(M 1 W - GW,)) + X’(s+(.M 1 W - GWI))). Clearly, 
SuppXcGW,. 
We have the following diagram: 
T (7.4) 
0 --) X + .?F”o(s!(A I W - GWI)) + ,XO(S+(J? 1 W - GWI)) 
By (1) and (2) the composition 
.X -+ 3E”o(s!(.A 1 W - GWI)) -+ ..N 
is zero. Hence, (7.4) yields a map 
s!+(.M 1 W - GWI) --f J? (7.5) 
whose kernel and cokemel have support in GWI . 
So by (1) and (2) the cokemel of (7.4) is zero. Furthermore s!+(Jlt 1 W - GWI), 
being a submodule of s*(A 1 W - GWI ) has no submodules with support contained 
in GW,. Therefore, the kernel of 7.5 is also zero. 0 
ProofofTheoremD.Letr:GxB(W;-W~)-GxEW~ands:W-GW~-,Wbe 
the inclusion maps and let rt : G xB Wi + W be given by (g,x) H gx. 
Note that by Lemma 7.3, n 1 G xL1 (Wj. - WI) is a closed immersion. Hence by 
Kashiwara’s theorem, 
(rt+&A) 1 W - GW, = ./BY 1 W - GW,. 
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By Lemma 7.6(2) and Corollary 7.4 we know 
Ch(M ( W - GWl) = T’;“_cw, W 
By [3, p. 2601 this implies that 
Ch(rc!A?’ 1 G xB(W, - WI)) = T&B(~,_~,)(G xB (W, - WI)). 
In particular, rc!A! ( G xB ( WL - WI) is a coherent OoX~~~,-w,~ module and since it 
is a QGxa(%-~l)- module, it is automatically a vector bundle. 
Since, by our choice of W, codim(GWi, WU) 2 2, we find that 
N = X”(r+(&& 1 G xB (W, - WI))) = r&&z? 1 G xB (W, - WI)) 
is a coherent @GXBFJ-module. 
Since JV E (G,gGxBW,,)-qch we have by Lemma 6.2.5 that JV = NT1 where 
Xl,1 E (B,~w,)-qch is coherent as Cow,-module. 
Since MI,1 is in particular in (T, 9wn)-qch we may use Theorem 7.1 to deduce that 
Jlrlel = Cop. Since 0% is also in (B, 9?~,)-qch we also have by Theorem 6.2.4 that 
JlrIel = 0$’ in (B, 9++~, )-qch. 
So we obtain that N = (Og)- = OELBw, and hence A? I W - GWl = n+.N ( 
W - GWl = Hc;::$~‘(W - GWl,OW-GW,)@’ = L?(W” - GW,,W - GW,)@’ 
So finally by Lemma 7.6(3): JZY = s!+(A I W - GWl) = s!+P(W” - GW,, W - 
GW, )@’ = Lf( W”, W)@‘. 0 
8. Finite-dimensional representations 
We use the same notations as in Section 7: in particular G = Slz(@), W = 
Cry_ SdlC2. l-1 
We associate with the pair (G, W) the following magic number [6,21,22]: s = 




n + (n - 2) + . . + 2 = v if n is even. 
Let U = PC2 be an irreducible finite-dimensional G-representation, and let % be the 
corresponding trivial G-vector bundle on W. 
In this section we prove the following result. 
Theorem 8.1. Assume that all di are odd and e 2 2. Then B(X,@)G/(&Y,%)g)G 
will have no two-sided ideal of jinite codimension if p < s - 2. If p 2 s - 2 then 
there will be a unique such an ideal. 
Proof. Let V be a finite-dimensional representation of zZ$X’,??/‘)~/(~(X,~!)~)~. We 
will show that V = 0 if p < s - 2; otherwise it is a direct sum of copies of a fixed 
simple representation of 9(X, %)G/(9(X, %)g)G. 
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It follows that Lemma 2.3 that V is the quotient of a graded finite-dimensional 
representation (for the natural grading on ~(X,~~)“!(B(X,J~)(~)‘;). Hence we may, 
and we will, assume that V itself is graded. 
To V corresponds a 9.+‘x(~~)G/(9~(~~~)g)G-module which we denote by the same 
letter. Then by Lemmas 6.2.3 and 6.2.6(4) 
A“ = 9x(@,Cx) :Xyy(#,) .~:x(~~)jc%~(~~)~~~~-,r/,-c*)‘~~(y,(~/)s)”(6-’ v 
lies in (G, 9~ )-qch and 
Since g c 9,, the elements of g may be interpreted as functions on T’ W. Denote by 
V(g) their common zeroes. Clearly, 
Ch(..Y‘) c( T* IV)” n V(g). 
In Lemma 8.2 below we will show that dim((T* IV)” n V(g)) 5 dim W. Then we 
may invoke Theorem D to deduce “1’ = U( W”, P’)@r and hence V = I$” where 
V. = (U @~a: U( W”, W))“. Now Y( W”, W) is simple by definition and from this one 
easily deduces that Vo is either simple or zero. 
The G-character of Y( W”, W) is computed in [23]. The computation is based upon 
the fact that under our current hypotheses, G xB IV;, + GW;, is a small birational map 
[lo]; see also [6,22]. 
From this computation one obtains 
(U5$Y(W”,W))o=O a /I <s-2 
which finishes our proof. 0 
Lemma 8.2. One uh~y.s bus 
dim(( T” W)” n V(g)) 5 dim W. 
Proof. We identify T* W with W e W*. Recall that (T’ W)u = G( Wj. 8 (W*)j.). We 
suppose that all d, are odd, since otherwise the lemma follows by simple dimension 
counting. 
V(g) is G-stable and hence 
7-* WcV(g) = G(( W;. 12 (W*);.)nV(g)). 
It therefore suffices to show that 
dim(( W; t3 (W-);_) n V(g)) 5 dim W - 1. (8.1) 
If 1; E g then the corresponding function 1;, on the point (x,ox) of T’ W is given by 
the contraction (ZIP, coy). 
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As before let p : T* W + W be the projection map. A dimension count shows that 
to prove 8.1 it is sufficient to show that for all x E WA - WI, 
P-‘(x) n (wi, @ (w*M f-l vg) c= mw*)I. 
To prove this it is enough to verify that (F,, ( W*)n) # 0, or equivalently Fx $! WA. 
This follows from 7.1. 
9. Simplicity of differential operators for G = Slz 
We follow the notations of Section 7. That is G = S12 and W = @y=, SdiC2 is a 
finite-dimensional representation of G. In this section we give a proof of Theorem C. 
Proof of Theorem C. Let f E O( W)G be such that f(6) = 0. Then every point in 
Wf has a finite stabilizer which acts without pseudo-reflections since it is contained 
in S12. By Lemma 2.4 one may localize at f and hence it follows from [ 191 that 
(?P( W)G/(9( W)g)f = 52( Wf)G/(9( Wy)g)’ + CB(( W/G)/) = 9( W/G)/ is an isomor- 
phism. 
So 5@( W/G) and g( W)G/(9( W)g)G will have the same ring of fractions and hence 
a non-zero two-sided ideal in 53( W/G) will have a non-zero inverse image in g( W)G/ 
(9( W)g)G. Therefore, it suffices to show that !ZJ( W)G/(9( W)g)G is simple. 
Let I c 9( W)G/(9f( W)g)G be a non-trivial two-sided ideal with inverse image 
J c 22( W)G. By Lemma 2.3, I and J are graded. 
Since by Lemma 2.4, 4 defines a two-sided ideal in ($3( W)G/(9( W)g)G)f = 
9(( W/G)f) and since by Theorem A g((W/G)f) is simple for all such f, we find 
that gr J fl Lo( W)G has finite codimension. By interchanging the roles of W and W* 
we find likewise that gr J f? 0( W’) has finite codimension. 
Our hypotheses imply that the generic stabilizer of T’ W = W CD W’ is trivial. Let 
(T* W)n,pr be the non-principal locus. Put K = B(X)J. Then the above discussion plus 
Theorem B implies that 
UgrK) c(W” x (W*)“) n (T*W)n.rr. 
Now a trite computation shows that ( W” x (W*)“) n (T* W)n.pr is the union of (T* W) 
and some irreducible components whose dimension is smaller than dim W. Since by 
Theorem 2.2 rad(grK) is involutive, we find that V(grK) c(T* W)” and hence 1 has 
finite codimension in 53( W)G/(9( W)g)G which is excluded by Theorem 8.1. 
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